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Big Boukje 192 produces
16,750kg fat and protein
At 16,750kg fat and protein, Big Boukje
192 is the highest producing cow in
the Netherlands. Within short the Cash
daughter will reach the magical total
production of 200,000kg milk.
She is housed in the barns of the Knoef
family, who are masters in preparing
cows for a high lifetime production.
Boukje is 18 years old now and recently
received a type score of 90 points – with
90 points for frame, 92 for type, 91 for
udder and 87 for feet & legs.
In 2007 Boukje (Cash x Labelle x F16 x
Top x Amos) reached the 100,000kg milk
mark, and in 2009 she passed the total
of 10,000kg fat and protein. This high
lifetime production is deeply embedded

H arrie van Leeuwen
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Milk production champion: Big Boukje 192

in Boukje’s family. Both her dam and her
grand dam produced 100,000kg milk as
well as 10,000kg fat and protein.

Increase in outdoor grazing

18 March Vekis Spring Sale, Nunspeet
11 June CRV-Event, Zwolle
17-19 June European Championship, Colmar
9 December Tulip Holstein Sale, Zwolle
9-10 December HHH-Show, Zwolle
14-17 December Noord-Nederlandse
Landbouwbeurs, Leeuwarden

Mark Pasveer

2017
30-1 June-July All Holland Dairy show, NRM,
Zwolle
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The percentage of companies in the
Netherlands that graze their cows has
gone up to 78.3% last year. With this
increase, the downward trend of more
and more cows being kept inside was
broken.
The Dutch dairy sector aims at 81% of
all dairies grazing their cows in 2020.
Due to increased farm sizes and
more automated milking systems the
percentage of companies that were
grazing their cows had gradually gone

down since 2012. A premium on milk
from grazing cows, more research, and
information about grazing are among
the measures that have turned the trend
upwards again.
In addition to dairies that are grazing their
cows six hours a day for a minimum of
120 days, there now is also a group of
dairymen who apply so-called part-time
grazing, whereby part of the cows graze
outside. The number of dairymen that use
part-time grazing is growing.

Polled almost the same NVI
There is almost no genetic difference
between bulls with horns and polled
ones. In the past five years, the level
of polled breeding has considerably
improved, according to an analysis of the
Animal Evaluation Unit of CRV.
In 2010, the difference between red-andwhite bulls with and without horns still

was 35 NVI, but has gone down to 5 NVI
points today. With the black and whites
that difference is a little bigger: 22 NVI
points. In this analysis the data of proven
sires as well as genomic bulls have been
included. The progression is mainly due
to elite breeders who combine their best
cows with the top of the polled sires.
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Around the world

Lower cell count in 2015
In 2015, the average singular cell count
of farm milk amounted to 188,000
cells per ml milk. This is a decrease of
12,000 cells per ml when compared to
2014, according to figures released by
dairy laboratory Qlip.

The percentage of milk supplied where
the 400,000-cell mark was passed,
went down from 0.81% to 0.55%.
A lower cell count means more milk
per cow and less chances of clinical
mastitis.

More cows in the Netherlands
The number of milking cows in the
Netherlands has gone up this past
year. After the quota system ended, the
herds became bigger while the number
of dairies decreased. As a result the
average number of cows per farm has
gone up to 93.

Every year Veepro Holland collects all
data with respect to the Dutch dairy
industry.
All these figures can be found,
conveniently arranged, in the ‘Dairy
Data’ on the Veepro website:
www.veepro.nl/dairy-info/.

CRV event: 10 progeny groups
Saturday June 11, 2016 CRV organises
the first CRV event ‘A herd to your heart’
in the IJsselhallen in Zwolle.

On the trade fair CRV will show 10
progeny groups and award the farmer
with the best herd from the Netherlands.

NRM (All-Holland Dairy Show) 2017
The All-Holland Dairy Show 2017 will take
place at 30th June and 1st July 2017 at
IJsselhallen Zwolle.

This summer you can find more news
about the programme on www.nrm.nl/uk/.

H arrie van Leeuwen

The NRM (All-Holland Dairy Show: 30th June and 1st July 2017)

Veepro Holland moved
Veepro Holland moved to another
location in The Hague. As of January
1st of this year, Veepro Holland can
be found in the ‘Van Bylandt Huis’,
Benoordenhoutseweg 46. The telephone
number has changed (see colophon). The
e-mail address remained unchanged.

C o lum n
New innovations
The Dutch dairy cow population primarily
owes its high quality to its genetic potential.
The basis for this genetic potential can be
found in the high level of participation of
Dutch dairy farmers in breeding activities
like herd book registration, milk recording,
type classification, and artificial insemination
(AI). Nowhere in the world, the level of dairy
farmer participation in these activities is as
high as in the Netherlands.
As a result, AI organizations can develop
and implement fine-tuned breeding
programs. The most important selection
criteria are milk production, fat and protein
percentage, age durability, functional traits
(udder, feet and legs), fertility, health, calving
ease, and type. The indexes for calculating
the breeding values are constantly updated
according to the newest scientific insights.
A new selection criterion for example is the
trait on lactose.
In this article one of the interesting new
innovations in the Netherlands and Flanders,
the Automatic Milking System, will be
addressed. In both countries the number of
cows milked by Automatic Milking Systems
(AMS) are increasing. Of all milking parlours
that are currently modernized, about half
switch to Automatic Milking Systems. The
AMS measures and records a lot of data
about the milking procedure and the animals
to be milked. These data is suitable for
creating a breeding value estimation for AMS
traits. It is important to dairy farmers that the
AMS is used as efficiently as possible, i.e.
that the amount of milk milked per AMS is
as large as possible. It is important that the
cows are suitable for the system.
Especially for heifers it is important that they
get used to the milking system within a short
time after calving. Introducing heifers to the
AMS is labour-intensive and time-consuming
work. Selecting animals that are suitable for
an AMS requires breeding values for bulls
based on AMS data. Traits such as AMS
efficiency, milking interval and habituation
of heifers are potential selection traits to
increase the capacity and efficiency of the
system.
Even though at this moment the Netherlands
have the best breeding cattle in the world
these innovations will even more enhance
our genetic potential in the years to come.
Erik Gostelie, Director Veepro Holland

A new office for Veepro Holland
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Leading article

Bulls get A
As of April 2016, all Dutch bulls will get an AMS index.
This index is made up of the three breeding values robot
efficiency, milking interval and heifer habituation. Dairymen
can select bulls that produce cows that are suitable for robot
milking, while retaining production and udder health.

W

orldwide the number of dairymen
milking with a robot is increasing.
This also requires some breeding
adjustments, is the experience of the robot
users. The udders, for example, should not
be too deep and rear teat placement not
too close. Milking speed, too, is one of those
traits that are topical again thanks to robot
users. While slowly milking cows take more

Ivo Hermanussen: “Milking speed and character important wit
Not so much the udder traits, but milking
speed and character are important points
of attention in the breeding program of the
Hermanussen family at Beers. “And milk,”
says Ivo Hermanussen. “When you milk your
cows with a robot, they can handle a higher
production.”
The Hermanussen family at Beers have been
milking their cows with the milking robot for

4
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10 years already, and since the beginning of
2016, when a new barn was added, the total
number of robots has grown to four. “We are
going to milk 200 cows,” says Ivo, who takes
care of the cows together with his parents,
Liesbeth and Jan Hermanussen.
When they started with automatic milking,
they continued to breed for udders, that
has not really changed. “When we were still
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AMS
sire
efficiency
Delta Enigma
103
(Bertil x O Man)
Delta Paramount
103
(Jocko x Fatal)
Delta Solero
102
(Eminem x Laudan)

milking
interval
111

heifer
habituation
96

107

100

96

99

Table 1 • Top 3 black-and-white sires for AMS
efficiency (sires available abroad)

AMS
sire
efficiency
Hjr Windstar
107
(Spencer x O Man)
JU Stefan
107
(Canvas x Lightning)
De Vrendt Aram
104
(Award RF by x Fiction RF)

milking
interval
100

heifer
habituation
99

107

94

109

99

Table 2 • Top 4 red-and-white sires for AMS
efficiency (sires available abroad)

700 farms. For all three breeding values the
average is 100, with a spread of 4.

Efficiency: total milking process

t AMS index
capacity of the robot, too fast milking cows,
on the other hand, are more susceptible
to mastitis. Each robot milker has his own
selection of breeding traits he is paying
attention to.
In April 2015, CRV has introduced (a first in
the world) three new breeding values for
AMS – AMS efficiency, milking interval and
heifer habituation – in order to be able to

better meet the demand of robot-milking
farmers. These new breeding values are
the result of data supplied by the robots.
‘Each week we receive around five million
measurements from the milking robots,’
explains Gerben de Jong, head Animal
Evaluation Unit at CRV. The breeding values
have come into existence based on realtime data of more than 55,000 cows on

The breeding value AMS efficiency has a
strong correlation with milking speed. Here,
the time is measured from the moment
the cow enters the robot, receives pretreatment, is connected and milked, up to
the moment she is let go. So, not only the
exact time necessary for milking is taken
into account, the total milking process is
considered. Contrary to milking speed –
which is scored by the dairymen themselves
– robot efficiency is the result of actually
measured data.
A high breeding value for robot efficiency
means a lot of milk per unit of time, resulting
in increased robot capacity. The daughters of
a bull with a robot efficiency index of 108 will
produce on average 0.18 kg milk per minute
more than daughters of a bull with an index
of 100. Per day that equals an additional 216
kg milk per robot; per year that is almost
79,000 kg. With an average milk yield of 30
kg per day, this means that the dairyman can
milk seven more cows per robot. However,

nt with automatic milking”
milking the common way, we tried to prevent
too close rear teat placement and too short
teats, and we still do that,” according to Ivo,
who explains that their robot in fact is able
to connect almost all cows. “Except maybe
heifers with a stature of 1.58 meter that have
very high rear udders.”
The young dairyman does mention a number
of other traits that have become more

important. “Milking speed, for instance. In our
old barn we produced 1.5 million kg milk with
two robots. In that situation milking speed
is important for maximum use of the robot’s
capacity without the extra work of helping
cows being milked.” Character is more
important too in automatic milking. “Cows
have to be assertive and curious, which
makes them more eager to enter the robot.”

Another property they do pay more attention
to when selecting bulls is the milking
predisposition in the breeding value. “Since
they are being milked several times a day,
the cows can handle more milk. Therefore
also fertility has become more important,
because a fertile herd means more milk
per cow and that way we make the robot
profitable.”
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Leading article

Worldwide in almost 25 years
It has been almost 25 years since the
first milking robot was introduced to a
dairy farm. Today, an estimated number
of 24,000 automatic milking systems are
running, distributed all over the world, and
that number is still growing.
The very first robot started milking at a
Dutch dairy farm in 1992. These days, about
20% of the dairy farmers in the Netherlands
is working with an AMS and this percentage
is expected to grow to around 30% in the
coming years.
The majority of the milking robots can be
found in Northwest Europe, in particular
because labour costs in that area are high.
Especially family farms with 60 to 250 cows
are using an automatic milking system.
Where labour is expensive, the automatic
milking system is welcome on the dairy
farms. In countries where wages are low,
however, finding qualified personnel can be
challenging, so there, too, the milking robot
makes an appearance.
Apart from the Netherlands, especially in
the Scandinavian countries the percentage
of businesses using a milking robot is high.
In Denmark and Sweden that percentage is
at 24%. In countries where cows are largely
grazing, on the other hand, the percentage

there is a finiteness to breeding for high
robot efficiency: cows with higher milking
speed are more susceptible to mastitis.

Time between two milkings
The breeding value milking interval indicates
the time between two successive and

Next to ‘stand-alone’ robots, robotic arms in parlours are developing

of robots is lower. In Ireland, for example, it
is just 1%. Combining automatic milking with
cows that are grazing is a challenge, but
absolutely possible. For that is exactly how
half of the Dutch AMS users is milking.
In addition to the ‘stand-alone’ robots,

several milking machine producers are in
the process of developing robotic arms that
can automatically connect in rotary milking
parlours. The first have already been
installed in various countries.

successful milkings. On average there are
507 minutes between the two milkings, or
almost 8.5 hours.
Type, including feet and legs, has a strong
relation with milking interval. The better a
cow’s conformation, the faster she comes
to the robot. The variation among cows with

respect to milking interval is enormous.
The milking interval can vary from 350 to
650 minutes. In the latter case, it is almost
11 hours and an automatic milking farmer
will then want to go and get the cow. This
means extra work. Bulls with a breeding
value of 104 will give daughters with a
milking interval that is 16 minutes shorter
than average.

A higher robot efficiency means more cows and more milk per robot

Heifer habituation
How quickly a heifer gets used to the robot
is reflected by the breeding value heifer
habituation. Dairymen working with an
AMS will experience that there can be a
lot of difference between heifers with
respect to the time they need to get used
to the robot.
This breeding value is calculated by
comparing the milking interval immediately
after calving (in week 1, 2 and 3) to the
milking interval in weeks 10, 11 and 12. When
in the beginning the milking interval is 570
minutes and later it is 480 minutes, the
habituation time is 90 minutes. Bulls with a
high habituation index give daughters that
reach their milking interval more quickly.
In April 2016, the three breeding values
related to robotic milking will be merged
into a single one.
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Calendar girls

Atlantic and
Kodak popular
In the AI year 2014-2015, Delta Atlantic was the most used
black-and-white bull in the Netherlands. With red and white,
Topspeed Kodak was most popular, for the third year in a row.
The number of inseminations in the
Netherlands has grown this past year (1st
September 2014-31st August 2015), one of
the reasons being that the number of cows
at the Dutch dairy farms has increased. More
than 60% of the inseminations was with
black-and-white HF, almost 20% with redand-white HF. In addition, also the share of
the Belgian Blue bulls went up, to 10.7%, a
share that appears to continue its climb in the
current year. Besides top sire Atlantic, also
genomic bulls receive lots of opportunities.
The second most popular bull was
Snowfever, and also Danno and Vitesse (nrs
3 and 4) are young, talented genomic bulls.

Table 1 • Top 5 most used black-and-white
HF bulls 2014-2015

Delta Atlantic
Bouw Snowfever cd
Delta Bookem Danno
AH Vitesse
Batenburg G. Stellando RF
Table 2 • Top 5 most used red-and-white
HF bulls 2014-2015

Topspeed Kodak
Cherokee van de Peul
JU Stefan
Delegate van de Peul
Talentino

Delta Atlantic

There are many beautiful cows in
the Netherlands. Every year Veepro
Holland publishes a special calendar
with a different ‘Calendar Girl’ for
every month of the year. In each
issue the editor introduces the most
beautiful photos.
Hilde 153 graces the page of March
of the 2016 Veepro calendar. She is
a daughter of Delta Lambert and can
be found in the barn of partnership
Alderkamp-Voogt at Zevenaar. The
photo shows Hilde as a second-calver,
however, in the meantime she already
is in her third lactation, according to
dairyman Evert Alderkamp. “Hilde really
is the ideal cow, flawless in all areas.”
In her completed second lactation she
produced 10,366kg milk with 4.58%
fat and 3.74% protein in 326 days.
Good for a lactation value 15% above
herd average. In addition she got 86
points for general type as a heifer,
with 88 for udder. Also health and
fertility are all right: she never had a
remark for increased cell count, while
her calving interval is 365 days. “She
is not extremely big, nicely balanced
and has a beautiful udder and strong
legs,” says Evert about Hilde, whose
maternal grandsire is Kian. “She is a
strong cow and functions very well in
the herd.”
Hilde 153 is the ideal cow

A total of 42 cows with over 150,000kg milk
The sires Cash, Addison, Manfred and
Marconi are the magnificent suppliers
of these toppers. Of each of these bulls,
three daughters have been included in
the list.

Alex Arkink

In the Netherlands there were no less
than 42 cows that produced more than
150,000kg of milk last year.
Two of these cows even completed a
production of over 190,000 kg milk.
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Interview

Fat, protein
and.... lactose
Besides fat and protein, milk also contains a fair percentage
of lactose. A valuable product for which the Dutch dairymen
get paid by the dairy industry. Therefore also lactose has
been included in the 2015 Inet calculations. Herwin Eding,

Herwin Eding is senior researcher
breeding values at the AEU
department (Animal Evaluation Unit) at
CRV. After his university training Eding
has specialized in livestock breeding
and genetics.

senior researcher breeding values at CRV, explains.

M

ilk consists for over 86% of water,
and in addition contains around 4.3%
fat, 3.4% protein and 4.6% lactose. This
last component in particular has received
more attention these last years, since it is
a raw material with all kinds of application
possibilities. For example, lactose is used
in medicines, but also in candy and for the
production of baby food.
In the Netherlands, dairymen receive
payment based on kg fat, kg protein and
also based on kg lactose. That is the reason
why lactose was included in the Inet formula
last year, explains Herwin Eding, senior
researcher breeding values at CRV.
Is the importance of lactose increasing?
“It is a trend worldwide for dairy producers
to divide milk in components, which are then
sold separately. We have seen it happen
with the proteins in milk and, for some
time already, also with lactose. However,
the Netherlands is the only country where
lactose is included in the breeding value.”

How is lactose included in the Inet?
“In the Inet, lactose is weighed in at 0.3,
fat at 2.1 and protein at 4.1. By including it in
the Inet, the breeding value lactose is more
consistent with the actual situation.”
What does that mean for bulls?
“Especially for bulls that transmit lots of
milk the addition of lactose to the Inet is an
advantage. Bulls such as Skalsumer Blitz
and Delta Regard, for example, are true milk
bulls. Big Spell, Aurora Jeroen and Stellando
ended up somewhat lower.”
With this ratio of fat, protein and lactose,
can the Inet be used abroad?
“The Netherlands is a cheese country.
Therefore the kg protein is weighed in
heavily, for example. For other countries that
can be different. However, what the Inet does
for sure is showing a correct ranking of the
bulls. Dairymen can distinguish between the
best and less good bulls, and this also goes
for foreign dairymen.”

Dairymen focus on breeding for milk and kg fat, protein and lactose

How much lactose does a cow produce?
‘On average a cow produces 4.6% lactose in
the milk. This means 1.3kg lactose per day, or
397kg lactose in a 305-day lactation.”
Is there much difference between cows?
“The difference between cows amounts
to about 0.4kg per day. At the start of the
lactation the lactose content is higher.
Heifers, too, have a higher lactose content in
the milk. With each next lactation it decreases
somewhat.”
How did the lactose content evolve?
“When the milk production increased, also
the production of lactose increased. In the
course of the years the lactose content in
milk in fact has not changed.”
Can you breed for it?
“When you breed for more kg of milk, you
also breed for more kg of lactose. In the
lactose content there also is some variation.
Between bulls that variation can amount to
0.09%. This means that there is some room
to breed on it. However, we notice that
breeding for contents is less in demand,
dairymen rather focus on breeding for milk
and kg fat, protein and lactose.”
What is the heritability of lactose?
“That is 0.55 and so comparable to the milk
production. It means that it is relatively easy
to increase the production of kg lactose.”
Is lactose related to a cow’s health?
“Cows with high cell count have lower lactose
content. Lactose keeps the osmotic value in
the udder at the right level. When a cow has
high cell count, the osmotic value already is
high, so less lactose is necessary. In general,
two-year-olds do have a lower cell count,
which immediately explains why they have a
somewhat higher lactose content in the milk.”
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Red-and-white indexes

Delta Norbert and
Bruchter Passe impress
Delta Norbert and Bruchter Passe are a proven sire and a
young genomic bull with excellent figures. The sire release of
December brings also good news for the polled bulls.

R

ight after Bruchter Passe had received
an index based on 2nd crop daughters,
he was represented by a nice-looking
progeny group at the HHH Show. The strong
points of this Kylian son were clearly visible
in the ring: very youthful looking, powerful
2-year-olds with great udders and very good
locomotion. Passe (mgs Mr Burns) scores 111
for total type, with feet & legs at 112 eminently
being his trademark. But also milk yield
(+930) appeals to the imagination and at +10%
Better Life Efficiency he ensures efficient milk
production.

All-rounder Norbert
In December, the red & whites showed an
outstanding index release. In addition to
Passe there was yet another great-looking
sire: Delta Norbert (Bookmark x Stellando RF).
This young genomic bull has an all-round
pedigree with outstanding milk production
(+1,234kg) combined with very high longevity
(+734 days).
Norbert’s daughters are expected to stay
healthy and be able to produce for a long
time thanks to a score of 107 for udder health,
103 for fertility and 103 for hoof health.

Polled
Thanks to their complete pedigrees, the
young bulls show nice scores, and the same
goes for the polled bulls that manage to
hold their own very well. Delta Fun P, for

example, is a true milk bull (+1,599kg milk)
with outstanding udders (111) and great udder
health (108). Thanks to the optimum sizes his
daughters will have, Fun P (Aikman x Magna
P) scores very high for Better Life Efficiency:
14%. Douane P (Kanu P x Arroyo), too, gives
50% polled calves. This milk bull scores high
for kg lactose (73), longevity (+526), and
improves both udders (108) and legs (107).
While 50% of all Fun P and Douane P calves
are still born with horns, the situation is
different for De Vrendt Nova PP. Each of
his calves is born without horns, as Nova is
homozygous polled. In addition he transmits
a nice milk yield (+986) with positive scores
for udder and hoof health.

Reliable proven sires
To dairymen who like to use proven sires,
the achievements of Topspeed Kodak will
stand out. The longevity of this Kevin son is
sky-high and thanks to almost 18,000 milking
daughters now has a reliability of 99%. The
Kodaks are eminently efficient cows, thanks
to great production, positive contents and
normal stature. For cows that need some
compensation in size, and for the breeding
of grazing cattle, Kodak is an efficient and
sure choice, with great figures for both udder
health (104) and hoof health (105).
In the abridged top lists it is especially the
new generation of bulls that attracts the
attention. The proven sires can be found

name
Delta Norbert
Delta Fun P
Delegate van de Peul
Delta Colorado
Delta Douane P
Delta Paloma by
Texel Beauty Debutant
American Lexus
Delta Detective
Bruchter Passe

NVI
278
238
228
226
222
213
212
212
200
200

picture 1

Table 1 • The top 11 of the December indexes
of available red-and-white sires sampled in the
Netherlands (source GES, December 2015)

name
Delta Fun P
Texel Beauty Debutant
Delta Douane P
Delta Norbert
De Vrendt Nova PP

sire
kg milk+
Aikman
1,599
Dakkar
1,537
Kanu P
1,364
Bookmark
1,234
Foxtrot P RF
986

Table 2 • The top 5 available red-and-white sires
ranked on kg milk (GES, December 2015)

name
Bruchter Passe
Etaregge Brooklyn
Delta Colorado
Delegate van de Peul
Delta Douane
American Lexus

sire
total score
Kylian
111
Mr Burns
110
Arroyo
109
Deputy
109
Kanu P
108
Try RF
108

Table 3 • The top 6 available red-and-white sires
ranked on total score (GES, December2015)

name
Delta Norbert
Delta Fun P
Topspeed Kodak
Schreur Africa
Delta Potter P

sire
longevity
Bookmark
734
Aikman
660
Kevin
643
Arnold
608
Maddock P
584

Table 4 • The top 5 available red-and-white sires
ranked on longevity (GES, December2015)

picture 1

Daughter group
Bruchter Passe at
the HHH Show

Els Korsten

The sires listed in the tables are owned by AI-organizations that participate
in Veepro Holland (CRV/Holland Genetics).
Sires whose semen is not available for export are not listed.

somewhat lower in the ranking, however they
have proven qualities. Etaregge Brooklyn (Mr
Burns x Kian), for example, is a type improver
(110), while De Vlottenburg Fantasy (Fiction RF
x Lightning) will produce very healthy and
fertile cows. For dairymen looking for a true
feet & legs improver, Schreur Africa (Arnold x
Shottle) will be a good option. This red-andwhite bull not only transmits outstanding legs
(107), but also healthy hoofs (113).
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sire
Bookmark
Aikman
Deputy
Arroyo
Kanu P
Direct
Dakkar
Try RF
Sherlock RF
Kylian
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Dutch farm visit

It begins with
a good cow family
For Jacob and Anita Werler the year 2015 was a very
successful year. In the Netherlands they were awarded
the title ‘Breeders of the Year’, both with red and white and
black and white. A special achievement!

F

ifteen years ago, Jacob and Anita
Werler could not have dreamt that their
breeding would become so successful. In
2001, their herd was struck by fate, when it
had to be culled preventively due to FMD.
Generations of breeding and many years of
committed, hard work invested in a greatlooking, productive herd suddenly were a
thing of the past.

New herd
Jacob and Anita had to start looking for new
cattle, preferably red and white. Their long,
scrupulous search was rewarded with the
purchase of, amongst others, the Julias, the
cow family they made furore with in recent
years. “We have searched long and with a
critical attitude for a new herd. We absolutely
wanted to bring good cow families back to
our barn,” Jacob explains, remembering.
“For me good cow families form the basis,
they make that you can continue breeding.”
With their old herd they were on the
right track, says Jacob. “For type we had
improved from 79 to 83 points. Our new
herd should at least be able to match that.”

Now, 15 years later, they have more than
succeeded. On average their herd is on VG
level, the Julias are successful producers of
proven sires, and the cows are producing
lots of milk now in a newly built barn. The
cow at the basis of all this success is Julia
381, bought by the Werlers as a young heifer.
“I liked her right from the start,” Jacob says
about the Bevnick daughter. “Powerful and
sturdy, with a deep front end and a long first
rib, plus a lot of body capacity. That makes
for balanced cows,” according to Jacob.
The combination with Stadel brought Julia
382, who is heading a considerable number
of daughters and successful sons. Julia 382
got 92 points and in regional shows regularly
was named champion, while in national
shows she placed in the top. In addition she
very nearly produced 100,000kg milk, until
her life came to an end at 12.5 years of age.
With Lowlands Bolero she has produced
a proven sire who is placed 1st in the NVI
ranking, however unfortunately has been
culled already. However, Bolero’s full brother
Red Cliff (both are by Lawn Boy) is still alive,
while the Werlers also have a couple of very

‘Breeders of the Year’ 2015, Jacob and Anita
Werler from the Dutch town of Vaassen. Their
Julia cow family is a successful producer of
proven sires.
Number of cows:
Milk production:
Fat:
Protein:
Average score

45
9,002kg milk
4.35%
3.60%
85.6

fancy daughters in their barn, including one
with 88 points. “The type of the Julias shines
through in the descendants: sturdy cows
with lots of capacity.”

Polled
The same goes for the full sisters to Bolero
and Red Cliff. Most successful is Julia 388,
polled and scored with 88 points, who
already makes her own contribution thanks
to the 70 embryos she produced. Her sons
by Mitey P, Perfect Aiko and Dakkar went to
AI, while also her Perfect Aiko daughter is

In their new barn the production has gone up to 9,000kg milk
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already attracting AI interest. “Of course we
hope to breed a homozygous polled redand-white bull from her, but we all know how
that goes: you end up with a black-and white
bull with one P,” says Jacob laughing.
He continues to flush his most interesting
young heifers in order to be able to provide
the AIs with interesting bulls. And then there
is Julandy, the son of Molenkamp Andy out
of a Moonlight daughter from the ‘old’ Stadel,
who is stationed in Germany. Julandy already
made an impression in Germany and the
Netherlands with generously proportioned
daughters with good production and great
feet & legs. Another fine example of the
breeding qualities of the Julias.

Lots of grazing
True roughage processors is how Jacob
calls the Julias, whose share in the herd has
grown to 30% now. “Cows need that capacity
to produce as much milk as possible from
roughage. In addition to the roughage, the
cows get a maximum of 21kg of concentrates
per 100kg milk,” Jacob says.
In winter the ration consists of 60% grass
and 40% corn, in summer the cows go outside to their heart’s content. During about
three months a year even day and night,
according to the dairyman, who mentions
two more important traits, typical for the
Julias, besides capacity. “Persistence and
late-maturity. Thanks to their persistence, the
cows more easily continue producing which
makes management easier for the dairyman.’
And cows in a late-maturing herd keep on
growing longer and therefore become older.
The average culling age at this farm therefore
is high: 7 years. “In fact that age can never be
high enough.”

Persistent and late-maturing
These are properties that are clearly visible
when we walk through the barn. The cows
are big, capacious, and provided with outstanding udders and feet & legs.
The new barn, built in 2012-2013, with lots
of space and deep-litter boxes, offers great
cow comfort. “In recent years the production
has gone up from 6,900 to 9,000kg milk per
cow,” says Jacob, proud of the result. “And
also: with better contents.”
Where the Julias are concerned, the Werlers
presently are at family member number 424.
“And most of them are still here, only very few
of the Julias have to be culled. That is exactly
what characterizes a strong cow family.”
One would think that after all breeding successes and the great business results, the
dairy farmers have nothing left to wish for.
Or do they? “To win an important show with
a Julia at some point, that’s something we’d
really still love to experience.”

Julia 382, EX 92, foundation cow for the
Werler farm and succesful with sons in AI
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Foreign farm visit

Moldavian dairy
Dutch designed
In Moldavia we find a modern dairy with 210 milking cows.
Millstream has Dutch owners, was newly built according to
Dutch standards and houses Dutch heifers. Jim Boet:
“There is still room for expansion, to 250 milking cows.”

J

im Boet has worked in many different
countries before he settled in Moldavia,
a country between Ukraine and Rumania. In
the north of Moldavia, in the village of Goleni
to be exact, he bought – together with the
farmer where he once was a trainee, Sjack
Snepvangers of Dairy Farm Millstream from
Bergen op Zoom, and an investor – a former
state-owned farm and 12 hectares of land, in
addition to which they leased another 250
hectares of arable land.

Moldavia: good for cows
Moldavia has a continental climate with
temperatures between –40 and +40
degrees Celsius, which is good for cows, Jim,

who is full time living in Moldavia, justifies
their choice. “There is much agriculture
here, however, with lots of possibilities
for more dairy farming. The dairy industry
in this country is still on a relatively small
scale, so with our farm we have opted for a
professional, large set-up which is unique in
Moldavia.”

Jim Boet: “Our professional, large set-up dairy is
unique in Moldavia”

adapted very well to the new circumstances.”
As of 2013 that went even better. That year
they built a new free-stall barn with solid
floors for 250 cows, where 210 of them are
walking around already at present.
“We sure would like to expand to 250, but for
the moment we are waiting to see how the
market conditions will develop next.”
The new barn can house 250 cows

High-producing Dutch cows
In May 2012, Jim started milking Dutch cows
in Moldavia under the Millstream name, on
the basis of a mini milk plant and an old
deep-litter barn. “The Dutch cow is renowned
for its high production,” says Jim, who got the
heifers delivered by truck, 34 at a time. “They

The Dutch cows adapted very well to the new circumstances

Alfalfa and green maize form a nice basic ration for the cows

The milk is collected every day
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Spotlight on

Moldavia

Spotlight on: Bouw Finder

The herd’s production increased to about
27kg milk per day. “Last summer we have
been milking three times a day for a short
time,” says Jim. “We then reached an
average of 30 to 31kg milk.”

They keep all their young stock on the
farm, to make the herd grow. Presently
they are already milking the first cows that
were born on the Moldavian farm out of the
imported heifers. A first small milestone and
benchmark for their rearing programme. The
wait is now for the next generation of milking
cows bred by Jim himself. “We use our own
bulls, which we had also delivered from the
Netherlands, young bulls that were just not
interesting enough for the AI.”
If he could, the young entrepreneur would
prefer to use AI and individually match each
cow, but the opportunities in Moldavia to
buy semen are very restricted. “You could
say that we apply herd-breeding. Not the
individual cow is important, instead we do
hope to introduce a certain uniformity in the
herd with our own bulls. A solid uniformity
is one of the most important goals of our
company.”

Alfalfa and corn
On the land they grow in particular alfalfa and
green maize, two great fodders that together
form a nice basic ration for the cows. “We
complement it with beet pulp, cornmeal,
wheat and soya. There are no concentrates,
but by using the raw materials we can make
a complete ration for the cows.”
There are about 15 (local) people who help
Jim to get all the work done, including those
taking care of bookkeeping and those who
guard the site 24 hours a day. “In fact we do
all the work on the land ourselves. We still
grow some wheat and thresh a portion of
the maize. They don’t have any contractors
here.”
The milk produced on the farm is collected
each day by the local dairy processing plant,
where it is processed mainly as drinking milk.
About the milk price Jim has not much to
complain. “We have agreed on a long-term
contract price. At the current low milk price,
that works out all right. I think we’ll do this
again next term.”
More information and photo’s on:
www.millstream.nl

Alger Meekma

Own bulls

Presently he is the top NVI bull in
Europe: Bouw Finder. In the spring of
2016 this young Balisto son with 376 NVI
will become available.
Finder is a genomic bull with a
tremendous longevity score. He owes
this to very strong figures for the health
traits. Udder health is sky-high, while
both fertility and hoof health are positive.
His scores for Better Life Efficiency and
Better Life Health (both at +9%) show that
he will produce an easily manageable
and profitable herd. In addition, Finder
also is an easy-calving sire.
With all these nice scores you would
almost forget that Finder also combines
a fine milk yield with very good fat
content. This complete package makes
him an all-round bull whose daughters
will perform problem-free and will age
with ease.

International pedigree
Bouw Finder has an international
pedigree. His sire, De-Su Balisto, is an
international sire of sons, who in turn

is sired by Bookem and has Watson
as maternal grandsire. Balisto is a very
complete bull who combines very strong
milk production with high contents,
great longevity and good conformation,
with especially beautiful udders. Finder
actually performs even better, which he
owes to his very fancy line-up of dams.
His dam is Bouw Epic Finola, a halfsister to the bulls Bouw Snowfever (by
Snowman) and Bouw Final (by Danno).
Both are out of Goldwyn Femmy, a
brood cow with 88 points for type, who
realized a production of almost 13,000kg
milk with 4.7% fat and 3.4% protein as a
5-year-old.

Juror Faith familiy
Looking deeper in Femmy’s pedigree
we find Bouw Shottle Frisby, followed
by Ralma Durham Frisky and then Ralma
Juror Faith, the 91 point foundation dam,
who heads a cow family with many
branches worldwide, from which, for
example, originates also Ralma O-Man
Cricket.

Production index
kg
%
rpty milk
fat
62 +985 +0.24

%
prot.
–0.03

kg
fat
+65

kg
prot.
+31

cell calf
Inet* longevity NVI counts ease fertility
278
+945 +376
113
108
102

*milk money in euros

Conformation
frame
type
udder
feet & legs
total score

104
104
111
107
111
96

100

106
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Bouw Epic Finola,
dam of Bouw Finder
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Black-and-white indexes

Bouw Finder of
international stature
Bouw Finder is a young genomic sire who is attracting
international attention with his high breeding values. The
December release produced more talented genomic sires.
hanks to a record-high NVI, Bouw
Finder is the proud leader of the
Dutch sire index list. This young Balisto son
scores no less than 376 NVI points, which
makes him internationally a very appealing
bull.
Finder stands out in particular with his
high longevity (+945 days). In practice this
means that his daughters will stay no less
than 1 year and 4 months longer on the
farm compared to the average dairy cow.
Finder has only just started producing
and hopefully his semen can be shipped

worldwide in the course of this year. In
this Veepro Magazine (in ‘Spotlight on’,
page 13) you will find a more extensive
description of Bouw Finder, who ensures
an efficient and healthy herd with a high
type score.

Balisto sons
Another high-scoring Balisto son is Delta
Galore. Even more so than Finder, Galore
is a veritable milk bull (+1508kg milk), who
transmits many kilos of fat and protein
(+118). Combined with optimal height and

Table 1 • The top 10 of the indexes of available black-and-white sires sampled in the Netherlands (source
GES, December 2015)

name
Ms Riverboy
Wd Reminder
Veneriete Ibiza
Delta Galore
Delta Bookem Danno
Delta Daily
Peeldijker Percher
Delta Chestnut
Delta Levator
Capnation Elate P

sire
Aikman
Shotglass
Sundance
Balisto
Bookem
Danno
Snowfever cd
Chevrolet
Metallic
Ohare P

kg
milk+
1,128
787
901
1,508
1,242
1,079
694
1,937
561
997

kg
fat+
66
33
66
39
43
24
25
47
37
48

kg
prot.+
32
23
29
49
49
36
18
42
34
27

Inet+
285
174
271
304
311
217
136
299
225
227

DU
826
643
997
744
456
577
731
712
545
692
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NVI
322
314
311
303
289
284
274
274
271
270

Veneriete Ibiza is another interesting
young genomic sire, also suited for use on
young heifers. When looking at his figures,
his high score for longevity (+997 days)
catches the eye. Ibiza is sired by Sundance
(s. Sudan) and scores 13% for Better Life
Efficiency and 7% for Better Life Health
thanks to very good udder health (115).
Capnation Elate P (Ohare P x Sudan) is an
interesting bull to improve the efficiency
(+9%). Also his udder health (112), ease of
calving (109) and longevity (+692) help for a
problem-free production. And – of course
– Elate P transmits the polled gene: half of
his offspring will be born without horns.

Complete genomic bulls
Two young genomic bulls that maintained
their positions well in this release are
Wd Reminder (Shotglass x Aswin) and
Ms Riverboy (Aikman x Planet). Reminder
does well with 10% Better Life Efficiency,
longevity (+643 days), udder health (118)
and very nice udders.
Riverboy RF (Aikman x Planet) excels with

picture 2 Roosje 178 (s. Atlantic), 4.01 in 293 days 11,801 kg milk, 3.75% fat,
3.56% protein

Alex Arkink

picture 1 Delta Nicolien (s. Stellando), 2.04 in 200 days 5,844 kg milk,
4.51% fat, 3.46% protein

total
score
105
107
106
107
108
108
111
106
105
105

Sky high longevity

Alger Meekma

T

width dimensions, Galore will supply very
efficient dairy cows. His score for Better
Life Efficiency is 12%. In addition, Galore
is a true udder improver (110), providing
not only highly attached but also healthy
udders (107). Other noteworthy points are
his persistence and his qualities as an
easy-calving sire.
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Proven sires
For dairymen who prefer bulls that already
have daughters in milk, there are plenty of
options. Atlantic is one of the most reliable
choices. In the year 2014-2015, he was by
far the most used bull in the Netherlands.
With more than 7,200 daughters in milk,
reliability amounts to 99%.

More lactations with Atlantic
The Ramos son Atlantic provides solid
and very healthy cows that can easily
handle the production. With 107 for udder
health, 104 fertility and 109 hoof health,
his daughters will be able to handle more
lactations, as is reflected by the longevity
score of 515 days. For Better Life Health he
scores 9%. Among his strong type figures
the high score for feet & legs (109) stands
out. The figures show what dairymen
experience with Atlantic daughters: they
produce without any problems, lactation
after lactation.
The daughters of G-Force (Man-O-Man
x Jordan) are of a different caliber. G-Force
performs well with 10% Better Life Efficiency. Big cows with great production, fine
contents and low SCS, as well as great hoof
health. In his type score, use of the legs
(108) stands out positively, in addition to
great udders (106). Thanks to his popularity
as a young genomic sire, G-Force already
has almost 5,000 daughters in milk.

Milk bull with good health
Diepenhoek Rozello (Sunrise x Shottle) is a
proven sire we like to mention especially,

name
Peeldijker Percer
De Volmer Brasil
Delta Atlantic
Delta Frodo
Bouw Rocky
Delta Daily

sire
Snowfever
Balisto
Ramos
Danno
Shamrock
Danno

total score
111
111
111
110
110
108

Table 2 • The top 6 available black-and-white sires
ranked on total score (GES, December 2015)

name
Veneriete Ibiza
Ms Riverboy
Delta Galore
Peeldijker Percher

sire
Sundance
Aikman
Balisto
Snowfever cd

longevity
997
826
744
731

Table 4 • The top 4 available black-and-white sires
ranked on longevity (GES, December 2015)

name
JHS Snowrush
Delta Chestnut
Vekis Chevrolet
JHS Paradise
Delta Galore
Diepenhoek Rozello
Clear Echo MOM Heman cd
Delta Bookem Danno

sire
Snowman
Chevrolet
Freddie
Snowman
Balisto
Sunrise
Man-O-Man
Bookem

kg milk
2,052
1,937
1,712
1,645
1,508
1,376
1,254
1,242

Table 5 • The top 8 available black-and-white sires
ranked on kg milk (GES, December 2015)

because his daughters are performing very
well in the course of the lactation, so that
his figures have gone up.
Rozello daughters give lots of milk (+1376),
while the health traits remain well up to
standard. For example, Rozello scores
107 for udder health and 106 for ketosis,
which means that his daughters are less
susceptible to metabolic diseases.
Also fertility and hoof health are slightly
positive. Rozello transmits a powerful
conformation, giving cows with capacity
and rump width, in addition to very fine
udders (112).

sire
Fidelity
Ramos
Man-O-Man
Snowfever cd

feet and legs
111
109
108
107

name
Delta Galore
Delta Bookem Danno
Diepenhoek Rozello
Newhouse Skyfall
Delta Enigma
Batenburg G Stellando RF
JHS Snowrush
Willem’s Hoeve R. Ajax cd

picture 3

sire
Balisto
Bookem
Sunrise
G-Force
Bertil
Fidelity
Snowman
Man-O-Man

kg protein
49
49
46
45
44
44
43
43

picture 4

Table 6 • The top 8 available black-and-white sires
ranked on kg protein (GES, December 2015)

The sires listed in the tables are owned by AI-organizations that
participate in Veepro Holland (CRV/Holland Genetics).
Sires whose semen is not available for export are not listed.

Another interesting and sought-after
red-factor bull is Batenburg G. Stellando
(Fidelity x O Man).
In particular feet & legs (111) of the Stellando
daughters are outstanding, while they are
also very good and efficient producers
(+93 kg fat and protein).

Wider offering
This December release has in fact
broadened the offering of Dutch bulls.
In addition to the complete young bulls,
also the proven sires remain interesting
thanks to their high reliabilities.
The offering is also wide with respect to
specific qualities of each category. From
efficient to healthy, from milk to type:
whatever the wish of a dairyman, a fitting
bull can be found in the Netherlands.

picture 4
Sietske 121 (s. Rozello), 2.00 in 336 days,
10,190kg milk, 4.62%fat, 3.74% protein
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picture 1
picture 2

Table 3 • The top 4 available black-and-white sires
ranked on feet and legs (GES, December 2015)

Alex Arkink

picture 3
Delta Rainbow (s. G-Force), 2.06 in 274 days 9,482kg milk, 4.22%
fat, 3.45% protein

name
Batenburg G Stellando RF
Delta Atlantic
Delta G-Force
Peeldijker Percher

Alex Arkink

16% Better Life Efficiency. He owes this
to his breeding value for milk (+1128) in
combination with optimal height and width
measurements. Red factor bull Riverboy
stands out as well with a longevity of +826,
and the udders he transmits are top (110).
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Dutchchampions
Delta Maxiem (s. Passe)
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Hoof health starts with
young stock
When dairy farmers are talking about hoof problems, it actually always concerns dairy cows.
However, a lot of infections start with young stock. What about the Mortellaro pressure
among young heifers? What can dairymen do to enhance hoof health? Veterinarian Jan
Lievaart shows us the risk factors of Mortellaro among young cattle.

F

inally you have put a new barn into use
for the cows. A light and airy barn with
lots of space, great cow mattresses, and
even a manure shovel to keep the floors
clean. One should expect that after some
time the hoof health in such a barn would

considerably improve. “However, that is not
always the case,” says Jan Lievaart, who is
a veterinarian and works at the hoof health
center in the Netherlands. “If you don’t
tackle the hoof problems of the young stock,
the young heifers and two-year-olds will take

these problems with them to the milking
cows, and then you’re really in trouble.”

Via manure to young stock
Young stock forms the biggest reservoir
for Mortellaro at a farm. On farms with
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When trimming the hooves of the herd, also include the springing heifers

Mortellaro, one third of the young heifers
has been infected with Mortellaro already as
well, as research has shown.
“It is present in the environment,” according
to Jan Lievaart. “When you have manure on
your boots, you can already bring it from the
cows to the young heifers. But also 2-yearolds that are housed with dry cows contract
Mortellaro even before calving.”
Lievaart compares Mortellaro to an S. aureus

infection that results in high cell count and
clinical mastitis. “In fact you will never get
rid of it anymore, the best you can do is to
keep it under control as much as possible,”
he says. “And just as with the S. aureus,
you should treat Mortellaro as quickly as
possible if you want to keep everything
under control.”
Because chronically affected cows, with
an infection already so deep in their skin

that it keeps coming back and Mortellaro
becomes almost impossible to treat, are a
big source of infection for the dairy farm.
“They keep the Mortellaro cycle going, also
among young females and heifers,” explains
Lievaart. “In fact you are already too late
when you see cows with a little active spot
Mortellaro.”
In practice dairy farmers notice that
their young heifers are lame when the

Herd treatment or strategic trimming?
Hoof trimming helps prevent hoof problems
as much as possible. That means trimming
on a regular basis, either by treating the
complete herd each time or by strategic
trimming.
Trimming the complete herd two to three

times a year is quite a lot of work, but once it
is done you don’t have to worry about it for
some time.
However, treating the whole herd not only
is intensive, it is also stressful for the cows.
Another option would be strategic trimming.

This means trimming the cows every four to
six weeks. The best moments in a cow’s life
to do this are right before drying off, when
cows are 100-120 days in lactation, and of
course when a cow is lame and as part of the
aftercare of cows that received treatment.
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How often does young stock go through a foot bath?

animals are 15 months old and have to be
inseminated, according to a Dutch survey.

10% hoof problems
“Even so, 10% of the young heifers do have
hoof problems, of which 40% Mortellaro,”
explains Lievaart. “In the case of Mortellaro,
you see that the young heifers walk on
their toes as their hoofs are sensitive.”
Dairymen mentioned in the survey also that
young females under the age of 15 months

in fact never pass through a foot bath,
and that 60% of the dairy farmers never
remove manure. In addition, the springing
young animals before calving often are put
together with the dry cows or the milking
cows. All risk factors for Mortellaro.

Manure and ammoniac
Mortellaro can be found in particular at the
back of the (mostly rear) hooves, on the ball
area between the two claws. Why exactly

there is unclear, according to Lievaart.
“However, it is a spot that is often exposed
to manure.” And so also to ammoniac
air. “The ammoniac makes that the skin
becomes thin, which enables Mortellaro to
strike.”
When young heifers are infected with
Mortellaro, that often only becomes
apparent after calving. “Their resistance
decreases, they are more sensitive to
stress. That is the moment when the

Table 1 • Costs of general diseases at farm level

disease
rate %
Mastitis
40
Lameness
30
LDA
5
Ketosis
8
RP/Metritis
15
Milk fever
5
Dystocia
18

% death
per case
1
2
2
0.5
1.5
4
1

% culled
per case
7
12
8
5
6
5
2.2

milk not made
lb/case
275
940
840
506
550
286
390

milk discard
lb/case
300
70
77
0
248
0
90

extra days
open days/case
9
12
12
10
15
13
12

farmer labour
hr/case
1
0.5
1
0.67
0.67
0.5
1

vet & drug
$/case
15
32
115
19
20
25
44

cost/care
in $ dollars
262
478
489
235
325
284
228

herd
$ cost/yr
10,490
14,330
2,447
1,883
4,871
1,419
4,110
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Mortellaro causes hoof problems.” At the
very moment they are in fact not able to
deal with it. They are calving, start milking,
are joining the group of the dairy cows and
they get a different ration, recites Lievaart.
“Lots of stress so that they get less time to
lay down, and in addition they are suffering
from Mortellaro.”
These are problems that result also in a
lower production in the first lactation. The
heifers produce between 199 and 335kg
milk less in the first lactation, research
shows. They are bred back less quickly so
that the calving interval is higher.

Hoof trimming in five steps
1. Cut the inside claw to length: 7.5cm.
Keep the thickness of the toe at 0.5
cm. Spare the ball area.
2. Cut the outside claw to the same length
as the inside claw.
3. Give the right form to the claws.
4. When the outside claw shows defects,
make the painful (outside) claw
lower. Paste a little block if the height
difference is not sufficient.
5. Remove loose pieces of horn and hard
edges.

Treatment: the open air
The question, of course, is what the best
way is to approach Mortellaro. Mortellaro
is very susceptible to oxygen. So, the best
remedy to aid the healing of the hooves is
to open up the affected parts to the open
air. Yet there are also farmers who fight
Mortellaro by taping the hooves. But in that
case you actually close off the affected
parts from the open air? “That’s right. Taping
or not taping is an ongoing discussion,” says
Lievaart. “When you put some remedy on
the affected spot, it could be absorbed very
well when the hoof is taped. But under a
small scab the Mortellaro can continue to
grow again. I really think that by opening it
up you are halfway a favourable result.”
Apart from addressing it in dairy cattle, it

may be clear that Mortellaro should be
treated as well in young stock. Lievaart
mentions some examples: when trimming
the hooves of the herd, also include the
springing heifers. “That way you can also
detect a possible Mortellaro infection. Ask
a professional hoof trimmer to do this,” says
the veterinarian. “He has experience in
trimming and can work quickly.”
A footbath for the young heifers is also
strongly recommended. A footbath prevents
the dispersion of hoof diseases and aids the
healing process. It is recommended to place
a footbath in the barn for a period of one to

two days, every four weeks. In the summer it
may be a little less frequently, in the winter a
little more. Ask the hoof trimmer for the best
medicine to put in the footbath.

Triangle
When there are problems, it is wise to
invite the hoof trimmer, the veterinarian and
the feed advisor for a joint consultation.
From each discipline solutions can be
proposed. “That way you share the problem
and work jointly towards a commonly
supported solution,” says Lievaart. “Success
guaranteed.”

More white line, less sole
hemorrhages
In the Netherlands, a number of hoof trimmers keep exact records of the hoof
disorders that cows have. This information is important for the dairyman, who
can adapt his management. Also for the calculation of the hoof health index
this so-called ‘DigiKlauw record’ is valuable.
Another fact demonstrated by the data, is that the number of HF cows with a
white line disease is increasing. From 14% of treated cows in 2007 to 20% of
treated cows in 2013. So, one in five. The number of sole hemorrhages on the
other hand has decreased: from 34% in 2007 to 27% in 2013.
Sole hemorrhages, foot rot, white line disease and M ortellaro are, in this
order, the most important hoof disorders among HF cows.

Veepro Dairy Management is a
supplement to Veepro Magazine. It
contains articles, tips and advice aimed
at the management of dairy farms.
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